Introducing the new

PERMA-COLUMN• PC6600
The
same
pre-cast
technology
available in new construction can now
be used to repair rotten posts. Don't let
deteriorated posts compromise a
building with many useful years left in it!
The PC6600 is a long awaited answer to
an old and ongoing problem.
A building is only as permanent as
the foundation on which it is built.
Concrete... durable, economical,
proven; it only makes sense to
choose "The Permanent Solution."
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TESTIMONIALS
“When we first saw the
Perma- Columns,
we knew that was our answer.”

"We have a 22 year old pole barn and had been
watching the condition of the poles for roughly a
year. Nothing appeared abnormal above ground,
but when we dug the wooden poles out we found
that nearly all of them were well over 50% gone.
This was an accident waiting to happen.
When we first saw the Perma-Columns, we
knew that was our answer. They proved to be a
cost and time effective means of solving our
problem. Today we have a building, that in
essence, has a concrete foundation with no wood
in the ground."
Steve Cramer

"That much rot on treated wood was
surprising..."

"We found that all the posts on our 100' x 110'
show arena were nearly or completely rotted off
below the ground. That much rot on treated wood
was surprising in a building that is just 20 years
old. After we did the work, it's like we have a new
building. "
Tom Fulton

PC6300 - 3 ply 2" X 6" laminated wood column
PC6400 - 4 ply 2" X 6" laminated wood column
PC6600 - 6" X 6" wood post and replacement
PC8300 - 3 ply 2" X 8" laminated wood column
PC8400 - 4 ply 2" X 8" laminated wood column
*Consult a design professional for appropriate model.
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